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Martin Boyle: (11/26/2014 03:02) I am in adobe connect, but not on audio
Martin Boyle: (03:03) i need a call out
Wolf-Ulrich Knoben: (03:03) same yet to me
Kuo Wu: (03:04) I need a call out too.
Alice Jansen: (03:04) Welcome to ICG Call #8 - the call is being recorded - chat session follow ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/infocus/accountability/expected-standards
Alice Jansen: (03:04) Martin, I have asked the operator to call you.
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:04) i can relay from numbers, without authority though
Joe Alhadeff: (03:04) can the page go to wider page width, very hard to read in current font...
Martin Boyle: (03:04) thanks
Sam Dickinson: (03:04) i'm here! connectivity wasn't a problem after all
Alice Jansen: (03:05) Kuo-Wei, please send me a phone number we may reach you at?
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:05) can we get the url for the doc in dropbox?
Josh Baulch: (03:05) @ Joe - you can make it bigger on your screen by selecting the full screen icon in the upper right corner of the Share pod
Martin Boyle: (03:05) Audio is a prob for me: not hearing it all!
Josh Baulch: (03:06) @ martin - it is streaming fine in Adobe Connect. Please refresh
Martin Boyle: (03:07) not good: poor hotel wifi I think
Xiaodong Lee: (03:07) I just want to know what is the status of securatary
Josh Baulch: (03:08) @ martin - we are dialing out to you at the hotel
Xiaodong Lee: (03:08) it will be important for our next step work
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:08) @Xiaodong +1.
Martin Boyle: (03:10) yay, on the line
James Bladel: (03:11) Not able to hear Daniel.
Alissa Cooper: (03:11) xiaodong, will address that q when we finish this topic
James Bladel: (03:11) Better now, thx.
Manal Ismail: (03:12) can't hear Daniel clearly, is it just me?
Xiaodong Lee: (03:12) thx Alissa
Kuo Wu: (03:12) Can I comment about what ICANN board discussion regarding to this question?
Josh Baulch: (03:12) @ Manal - it is everyone. . . appears his internet is a little slow
Manal Ismail: (03:13) @ Josh ok thanks ..
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:14) @Joe +1.
Hartmut Glaser: (03:15) martin + 1
Kuo Wu: (03:15) Alice, can you check to turn my speaker on, please
Josh Baulch: (03:16) @ kuo - please connect your mic. . . select the phone icon at the top of Adobe
Josh Baulch: (03:16) > Connect my Audio
Josh Baulch: (03:16) then select Computer Audio mic
Martin Boyle: (03:16) can't lower hand
Keith ccnso: (03:17) Fully support Daniel, Joe, Martin - tighten the wording, no right of veto
Josh Baulch: (03:17) @ Kuo - very loud, so please speak softly
Russ Housley: (03:20) I'm pleased that the ICANN Board would like the presentation in a public meeting
Mary Uduma: (03:20) +1 Russ
James Bladel: (03:21) What if the proposal changes the governing law to something other than CA?
Xiaodong Lee: (03:22) I d't finish
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:22) kuo's statement as a liason, minuted, obviates anything but 4a and 4b in black
Xiaodong Lee: (03:22) should I speak Chinese?
Mary Uduma: (03:22) Jean please speak up
Narelle Clark: (03:22) Can Jean-Jacques please speak more loudly? Thank you.
Mary Uduma: (03:23) Pease repeat
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:23) @xiaodong: if you are connected to the chinese channel, please ask the interpreter to speak up for you briefly
Kuo Wu: (03:26) Agree.
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:26) @Joe +1.
Xiaodong Lee: (03:27) +1
Mary Uduma: (03:27) @Joe agreed with your commnents.
James Bladel: (03:32) Breaking up
Kuo Wu: (03:32) I will pass the message to ICANN board for your concern
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:33) @[alissa] that is fine!
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:34) @Alissa: agreed.
Martin Boyle: (03:34) Agree with Alissa's approach
Keith ccnso: (03:34) Alissa - I can live with your proposal
Narelle Clark: (03:35) Agree with Alissa's approach
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:36) @Alissa about first part of (c): yes.
Martin Boyle: (03:36) Agree on highlighted text in B: not needed
Mary Uduma: (03:36) First part of 4c ....yes for me
Martin Boyle: (03:37) Both are ok for me
Xiaodong Lee: (03:37) ok for me
Wolf-Ulrich Knoben: (03:37) ok for me
Jon Nevett: (03:38) ok
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:40) just fyi: adiel is really really really busy with his day job. i am in mauritius at the apnic meeting and have witnessed that.
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:40) afrinic of course
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:43) numbers: https://www.nro.net/nro-and-internet-governance/iana-oversight/consolidated-rir-iana-stewardship-proposal-team-crisp-team
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:43) i will try to answer any questions, without mandate ;-)
Alissa Cooper: (03:43) Thanks Daniel
Daniel Karrenberg: (03:44) in case paul wilson should pop up i will defer to him
Wolf-Ulrich Knoben: (03:50) agree to Martin
Russ Housley: (03:50) You can see the current draft of the response for the protocol parameters here: http://www.ietf.org/id/draft-ietf-ianaplan-icg-response-05.txt
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:51) Russ, you sound like you’re at the controls of an open-cockpit aircraft...
Kuo Wu: (03:51) He is.. :-(
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:52) that was a nice loop Russ!
James Bladel: (03:52) Thank you Martin, Wolf, and Russ. Unfortunately I need to drop the call. Thanks everyone.
Wolf-Ulrich Knoben: (03:59) Thanks and good night
Jean-Jacques Subrenat: (03:59) Goodbye all!
Narelle Clark: (03:59) thank you
Martin Boyle: (03:59) thx & bye
Kuo Wu: (03:59) Bye
Keith ccnso: (03:59) Thanks Alissa
Narelle Clark: (03:59) Bye
Keith ccnso: (03:59) bye
Alice Jansen: (03:59) Thank you for joing the call!
Jandyr Santos Jr: (03:59) Thanks Alissa
Mary Uduma: (03:59) Bye All